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Chapter 2601: Yu Yangli full of resentment 

In an instant. 

Two eternal exercises with endless miracles originally appeared in front of Yu Yangli. 

"The original eternal technique!" 

Yu Yangli widened his eyes and gritted his teeth, "490 pieces!? Impossible!!" 

"You don't want to believe it, but this is the truth." 

Xie Xuan smiled and shook his head, "After all, where do you want to see Lord Su Lang?" 

"Qing Ling Universe!" 

Yu Yangli said without hesitation. 

"Qingling Universe?" 

"It's the bottom universe that you claim to have inherited?" 

"I understand, if you are in danger, you can summon a strong presence there, right!" 

Xie Xuan gave Yu Yangli a deep look. 

"Guess what you want!" 

Yu Yangli smiled coldly. 

"You know, you are going to meet Master Su Lang in person." 

Xie Xuan said disdainfully, "It's not necessarily whether Master Su Lang sees you." 

"Humph!" 

"So what?" 

Yu Yangli's expression remained unchanged, but his heart was extremely angry and humiliated. 

"whispering sound." 

"All I said, Su Lang is a true inheritor, and he has a better grasp of the word secret!" 

Xie Xuan glanced at Yu Yangli with pity, the latter's expression changed, and he could barely control his 

anger. 

"Oh, I'll pass it to you." 

"You return to the Spirit Universe and wait for Master Su Lang to arrive!" 

Xie Xuan retracted his pitying eyes, took a step forward, and disappeared into the ripples of time and 

space. 
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"Damn it, **** it!!" 

"It stands to reason that the relationship between the Xiuning faction and Su Lang is not reliable!" 

"What the **** did Su Lang use to bewitch Xiuning so much!!" 

"..." 

Yu Yang was about to split his eyes, clenched his fists, and exposed the veins in his arms, as if they would 

burst open at any time. 

At this moment, he almost wanted to kill Kongtan Universe completely and completely destroy it to vent 

his hatred. 

But he still forcibly resisted the killing intent and didn't start the killing. 

Soon. 

With anger that cannot be vented. 

Yu Yangli unfolds the Dao of Time and Space to go to Qiling Universe. 

on the way. 

He also wanted to inform Emperor Xiuyu Zhou about this. 

The first is to share information without reservation, which can pull in the relationship with Emperor 

Xiuyu Zhou and make the alliance between the two more reliable. 

Second, I want to express my resentment and get affirmation from Emperor Xiuyu Zhou. 

but. 

Yu Yangli immediately realized that he had been shaken, and he needed to get affirmation from 

Emperor Xiu Yuzhou. 

This immediately raised him with even more terrifying anger and stubbornness. 

"I am the inheritor, it is a fact!" 

"Su Lang's **** will definitely be broken by me!" 

"At that time, the Xiuning faction will know how ridiculous their perception is!" 

"Jumping beam clown, just wait!!" 

Yu Yangli snorted a few words in incomparable resentment, rushing towards Qiling Universe frantically. 

Kongtan Universe is closer to Qi Ling Universe than Doudu Universe. 

This is one of the reasons why Yu Yangli chose to meet Xie Xuan here. 

quickly. 

He arrived at Qi Ling universe. 



Qi Ling Universe is the place where Emperor Gujun Zhou left his inheritance, and he left some means at 

the beginning. 

Including a dead power that was passed down by guards! 

"Master!" 

"Someone pretends to be your disciple, today the disciple will reveal his mask!" 

Yu Yangli looked around the void, his eyes revealed a touch of firmness. 

Soon. 

He shuttles through the void, stimulating the arrangement that already exists, turning them into a semi-

activated state that can be activated at any time. 

The other side. 

Xie Xuan also arrived at Doudu Universe from Kongtan Universe. 

After returning to Doudu Universe. 

He did not stay at all, and immediately went to the Ziyu Temple to see Su Lang. 

On the platform. 

A short table is placed in the center. 

There are some spiritual fruit and spiritual tea on it, burning a spiritual incense with magical effect. 

Su Lang and Xiuning sat opposite each other. 

The two had stopped talking and practiced separately. 

The cosmic energy like a galaxy waterfall surged around Su Lang. 

Xiuning was surrounded by the pure and clean origin of the universe with different colors. 

"Report!" 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning, Master Su Lang!" 

"Elder Xie Xuan begged to see you outside Ziyu Tiangong!" 

A guard of the Five Eternity Rank came to the far side of the platform and reported it cautiously, for fear 

of disturbing Su Lang and Xiuning. 

Chapter 2602: What do you think about this 

"Xie Xuan is back." 

"Let him in!" 

Su Lang opened his eyes and smiled. He hadn't practiced at all. He was taking a nap, and he was no 

longer sleepy when he heard the guard report. 
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For the inheritor of the mysterious power. 

He is very interested! 

Xie Xuan came to see you this time, he must have brought back information! 

"Yes! Lord Su Lang!" 

The guards admired Su Lang very much. 

He also received the favor of Su Lang and possessed the weapons of the Four Eternal Realm. 

After receiving Su Lang's order, he turned to call Elder Xie Xuan. 

Xiu Ning also quickly withdrew from the state of cultivation. 

At this moment, Xie Xuan had already flown over from outside and landed on the edge of the opposite 

platform. 

"I have seen His Royal Highness Xiuning, Master Su Lang!" 

As soon as Xie Xuan landed, he immediately bowed his hand to Su Lang and His Royal Highness Xiuning. 

"Why Elder Xie is so polite, come sit down!" 

Su Lang and His Royal Highness Xiu Ning looked at each other and smiled at Xie Xuan. 

"Being disrespectful." 

Xie Xuan smiled, came to sit down with a few feet, and talked. 

"Don't worry about it." 

"Elder Xie first taste these spiritual fruits, um, they are all cultivated by myself... you have not eaten 

them before keeping them." 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, pushing a plate of spirit fruit in front of Xie Xuan. 

Xie Xuan didn't pay much attention to the items on the case before, and when he took a closer look at 

this time, his face suddenly became surprised. 

But I saw that the spirit fruit turned out to be an eternal treasure of the five universes. 

It is full of Taoism that can be called perfection, and a fruit is like a world, full of rich energy! 

"This spirit fruit is very beneficial to the Crystal Wall Universe." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning said with some aftertaste, she had already eaten it and tasted a very 

wonderful taste. 

"You're welcome, then!" 

Xie Xuan nodded gratefully, picked up a spirit fruit and took a bite. He felt that his body was light and 

fluttering, his thoughts were clear and transparent, and his thoughts were like light! 



"Master Su Lang is really extravagant." 

"It's worthy of that solitary and powerful disciple!" 

Xie Xuan thought so, and immediately started talking about business while eating the fruit. 

quickly. 

He went to Qiling Universe, saw the remaining profound meanings of the Six Paths, and then went to 

Kongtan Universe and Yu Yangli to talk about the whole process of meeting. 

In addition to my own experience. 

Xie Xuan also expressed his own knowledge and opinions. 

"The inheritance that Yu Yangli got is indeed very powerful." 

"But it's far worse than Lord Su Lang." 

"Then he was eloquent and vowed again." 

"I think he does have something to do with Gu Jun Da Neng, he is probably a named disciple." 

"Haha, the named disciple, compared to the personal biography of Master Su Lang, it's far behind!" 

"But he still doesn't believe in evil, and he has to see Master Su Lang to prove that he is a personal pass. 

He really doesn't hit the south wall and doesn't look back." 

When Xie Xuan said this, he looked at Su Lang, "Master Su Lang, what do you think of this matter?" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning also looked at Su Lang to see his decision. 

In Su Lang's mind, thoughts were colliding. 

"Unexpectedly, I was promoted to everyone before, and refined the pill formation, which made them 

more sure of my identity as a successor." 

"Even Xie Xuan thinks so thoroughly, and it lies in Yang Li's face with my deeds in front of him, haha." 

"Well, this identity can continue to be disguised." 

"Yu Yangli wants to see me, and I want to see him too." 

"..." 

Su Lang thought so in his heart, smiled without saying a word, nodded to Xie Xuan, and said: 

"Since you are suspected of being my junior, then see you." 

"Ok!" 

"If he can figure it out and follow Daoist Su Lang to receive teachings, then that would be the best 

result." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning also nodded and said with a smile. 



"Then, when is Lord Su Lang going to leave?" 

Xie Xuan asked expectantly, he wanted to see Yu Yangli being hit by the facts! 

"After eating these spiritual fruits and drinking these spiritual teas, let's discuss a exercise." 

"The high-level universe has a fast flow of time. Don't worry, let him prepare carefully." 

Su Lang smiled and looked at the mysterious black space. "The Secret of Death Without Life" will soon 

reach the founding level! 

Chapter 2603: The founding class has the secret of death without life 

"Also." 

Elder Xie and His Highness Xiu Ning nodded with a smile. 

Su Lang is so confident, in their opinion, it is natural. 

Just when Su Lang was about to look away from the mysterious black space. 

"Ding! "The Secret of Death Without Life" has reached the founding level!" 

The system prompt sounded in Su Lang's mind. 

Immediately after. 

There is a large amount of incomparably mysterious exercises and profound meanings pouring into the 

soul and body, completely blending! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"What are you talking about!" 

"The secret technique of multiplying combat power, get it!!" 

Su Lang recalled the secrets of death and life in his mind, and a faint smile was outlined at the corner of 

his mouth. 

"Master Su Lang thought of something good?" 

Elder Xie saw that Su Lang was slightly lost, smiled immediately and couldn't help asking. 

This statement came out. 

His Royal Highness Xiuning also looked over, her beautiful eyes filled with curiosity. 

"It is indeed a good thing." 

"I have fully understood "The Secret of Death Without Life"." 

Su Lang looked at the two of them, and showed a gentle smile, "Well...have reached the founding level." 

Hear this. 
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His Highness Xiuning and Elder Xie couldn't help but their expressions changed drastically, and they 

were dumbfounded. 

Especially Elder Xie, his eyes were almost bursting, and his chin was about to fall. 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning had at least personally experienced the horror of Su Lang's exercises in this 

aspect. 

I also exchanged exercises with Su Lang for a period of time. 

But Elder Xie experienced this kind of thing for the first time. 

"This, this, this, this is true!?" 

"Master Su Lang, you have restored "The Secret of Death Without Life", and you have trained it to the 

founding level in such a short time!?" 

Elder Xie looked at Su Lang incredulously, as if an ordinary person had seen a ghost. 

A few days ago, Su Lang helped them defeat the Xiuyu faction. 

It was also the "Secret of Death and Life" and "The Secret of Life Without Life" that I got at that time. 

Just these few days. 

Su Lang unexpectedly reduced these two exercises into "The Secret of Death Without Life", and even 

practiced to the founding level. 

This is beyond the imagination of Elder Xie! ! 

However, he did not know. 

In the past few days, Su Lang has practiced many eternal level exercises! 

"The Secret of Death Without Life" is just one of them. 

But even so. 

Elder Xie is already very autistic. 

He has never practiced many eternal techniques in his life. 

The eternal technique that I just got from Su Lang hasn't been able to understand much. 

But Su Lang...has already practiced the eternal technique to the founding level. 

at this time. 

Faced with Elder Xie's incredible exclamation. 

Su Lang just smiled faintly and did not speak. 

"of course it's true." 

"The training talent of Daoist Su Lang in the exercises is definitely the top in the endless universe!" 



Seeing that Elder Xie was as shocked and lost as the previous one, His Highness Xiu Ning suddenly 

smiled. 

"It's incredible!" 

"I can only say that it is indeed Lord Su Lang!" 

Elder Xie took a deep breath, but the storm in his heart was hard to suppress. 

Simultaneously. 

He also had deep emotion in his heart. 

As the eternal power of the Seven Universes, he is also the arrogant of eternity, but compared with Su 

Lang, it is like a bright moon compared with fluorescence. 

At this time. 

"Since I have learned the technique of "The Secret of Death Without Life"." 

"Then teach this technique to the two. This technique is originally from Emperor Dou Xiu, and this is also 

considered to be the original owner." 

"Although the side effects of this exercise are too terrifying, in the case of death, at least people will not 

be powerless." 

While talking, Su Lang looked at His Royal Highness Xiuning and Elder Xie. 

"Will Fellow Su Lang use that kind of empowerment?" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning was surprised with a hint of worry, "But that kind of empowerment is so 

mysterious, it must have a big side effect." 

Elder Xie looked at Su Lang in the same way, and the empowerment method in his heart was also 

beyond recognition. 

According to common sense, the side effects must be extremely serious. 

It's like "The Secret of Death Without Life", with a hundredfold increase in combat power, and the side 

effect is complete death. 

That means of empowerment is more than a hundredfold increase in combat power! 

"Will not." 

"There are no side effects." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head. In the past few days, he has not wasted the number of 

empowerments each day. 

Chapter 2604: It's just a small effort 

every day. 
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He would infuse many confidantes such as Chu Xiaobei Ji Ruxue with many secret techniques and would 

never waste any number of times. 

In addition, it will also consume the power of the universe to speed up the flow of time, allowing 

everyone to practice faster. 

"Is there really no side effects?" 

There was a glimmer of expectation in His Highness Xiuning's eyes. 

"No." 

Su Lang smiled helplessly, "If so, how could I instill so many exercises on you all at once." 

"Yes too!" 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning nodded suddenly, "Then trouble Daoist Su Lang, I am grateful for the two of 

you!" 

"Thank you Daoist Su Lang!" 

Elder Xie stood up, bowed and saluted. 

"Don't be so polite." 

"It's just a small effort." 

Su Lang smiled, and immediately stretched out his hand to cover Xiuning's forehead, activated the 

empowerment function, and instilled the exercises. 

Rumbling. 

A large amount of the profound meanings of the exercises poured into the soul of Xiuning, making him 

suddenly enter the state of concentration. 

Su Lang did not stop, turned around and gave Elder Xie initiation. 

The two initiations were completed in one go, without a trace of stagnation. 

After initiating "The Secret of Death Without Life" for the two. 

Seeing that both of them were familiar with the profound meaning of the exercises, Su Lang turned his 

attention to the Void Spirit universe. 

These days. 

In addition to accumulating cultivation. 

The incense aspiration power has also been accumulated continuously. 

Su Lang's whole body is more than 66,000 gai of crystal wall world. 

Each of them is more than the creatures living in the ordinary Five Eternal Warriors Crystal Wall 

universe. 



And among these creatures. 

At least half are intelligent creatures born in the Nest of Civilization. 

The Nest of Civilization can accelerate their growth and increase the speed of their bodies and minds 

many times. 

This is equivalent to accelerating time in disguise. 

And the multiples are very scary, with 10,000 times the base. 

The key is. 

The Nest of Civilization also masters the power of time, and can accelerate time for the intelligent 

creatures born by itself. 

Add the two together. 

The intelligent creatures born in the Nest of Civilization have developed much faster than ordinary 

creatures, and the incense aspirations generated by them are countless times greater. 

In addition. 

And these days. 

Su Lang accelerated the world in his body more than once. 

This allows the intelligent creatures living in the crystal wall world and the universe of life to experience 

a longer time. 

In these times. 

every second. 

There is a huge amount of incense and desire power collected by the Ethereal Universe, and nothing is 

wasted. 

If it is for the rest of the eternal power. 

Even if it is possible to collect incense and aspirations, it is difficult to collect the thoughts and emotions 

of every living being. 

It is even more difficult to collect the thoughts and emotions of every creature in every crystal wall 

universe in the body. 

therefore. 

The normal eternal strong man does not care about other things. 

All his energy was spent on collecting the incense aspiration in the body, and the incense aspiration 

collected was countless times worse than Su Lang. 

usually. 

The eternal warriors will allow the existence of "incense and fire" in the body. 



The creatures in their bodies can give birth to powerful incense and even world consciousness. 

Unlike Su Lang's internal world. 

Even the thoughts and emotions of the creatures will be swallowed by the virtual spirit universe, how 

can it form incense? 

In just a few worlds, Su Lang turned it into a laboratory and residence for the monk Xinzheng, allowing 

the monk Xinzheng to develop orthodox Mahayana Buddhism. 

By the way, he also left Evil Devouring in these worlds. 

In these few worlds, incense is allowed to exist. 

But as long as Su Lang thinks about it, the avenue of incense in these worlds can disappear instantly! 

Closer to home. 

These days, Su Lang has collected a lot of incense and willingness. 

In addition to the Seven Treasure Tree, the Heart-piercing Lock, the Purple Gourd, and the Four Void 

Dragon Veins Worlds of Mirror Flower and Water Moon have absorbed part of the incense power. 

The remaining incense will be very, very much. 

Most of them turned into the virtual spirit universe itself, causing it to expand to a greater extent. 

But as long as Su Lang is willing, he can let the virtual spirit universe "squeeze out" those incense 

aspirations. 

"So much incense willingness." 

"Would you like to complete a fifth incense imperial soldier?" 

Su Lang touched his chin, then shook his head, "Forget it, I can't think of any wonderful weapons for the 

time being." 

Chapter 2605: Your Royal Highness Xiuning accompany me 

at this time. 

Both His Royal Highness Xiuning and Elder Xie opened their eyes, full of understanding. 

Su Lang's empowerment technique allows people to directly reach the founder level, and they only need 

to be familiar with it briefly. 

"It seems that the two have already sorted out the secrets of death and no life." 

Su Lang stood up while talking, "If this is the case, then I will go and meet the nominal junior brother, Yu 

Yangli." 

"Hmm!" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning nodded happily and stood up, "I will go with Daoist Su Lang!" 
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After Su Lang was promoted, he did not show his own combat power. 

Xiu Ning and others had no idea that Su Lang had already broken through the Five Eternal Realm. 

I don't even know that Su Lang already possesses the true combat power at the top level of the Six 

Universes. 

In the hearts of His Royal Highness Xiuning, Elder Xie and others, Su Lang was still the eternal power of 

the five cosmos. 

But Yu Yangli is an eternal state of the seven universes. 

Therefore, His Royal Highness Xiuning was not relieved that Su Lang would see Yu Yangli by himself. 

"Go down too!" 

Xie Xuan also stood up, giving people a sense of following each step. 

"Then Yu Yanglixuan met in Qiling Universe because he was worried that we would be disadvantageous 

to him." 

"If you all go, that kid will definitely be scared." 

"Let's go with your Royal Highness Xiuning." 

Su Lang smiled, and said, "We will bring a communication tool that can transmit video and audio, so that 

Elder Xie and everyone can see it all." 

Hear this. 

His Highness Xiu Ning nodded in agreement. 

Xie Xuan hesitated and nodded. 

"Elder Xie, go and gather all the mighties." 

"It would be great if Doudu Universe also had Daoist Su Lang's ‘virtual world formation’. In that case, 

sharing information would become very convenient." 

"It's a pity that the masters of the formation are too far behind the Daoist Su Lang. I don't know how 

many tens of thousands of years can they be deployed." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning nodded to Xie Xuan, then smiled at Su Lang, his eyes full of praise. 

"The battle with Suiyou Universe Region may start at any time." 

"If the'Doudu Virtual Realm' is established, it will definitely bring great benefits to the war." 

"If the materials are abundant and the timing is right, I can take the time to set up a ‘virtual world 

formation’ for Doudu Universe." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded slightly. 

Although Doudu Universe is many times larger than Boundless World. 



But his current cultivation base is no longer what it used to be, and it takes little effort to set up a 

"doudu virtual world". 

"I will let the warriors under my command collect materials!" 

Xiu Ning said immediately, it seemed that she very much hoped to see the establishment of Doudu 

Xujie. 

"The more materials the better!" 

Su Lang smiled happily. If he arranged Doudu Virtual Realm, he could earn a lot of materials from it. 

"Hmm!" 

Xiu Ning nodded vigorously, and immediately said to Xie Xuan, "This matter will trouble Elder Xie." 

"Yes, Your Highness!" 

Xie Xuan immediately took the order, "Then let me retire first!" 

"Okay, you go." 

Xiu Ning nodded slightly, and watched Xie Xuan leave with Su Lang. 

quickly. 

Su Lang and Xiuning were left on the platform. 

"lets go." 

Su Lang turned and looked at Xiuning. 

"Ok!" 

"You enter my body and I will take you there." 

Xiu Ning showed a smile and opened his life universe. 

"it is good!" 

Su Lang didn't refuse, and turned off the one-key practice function, turning into a thick stream of light 

and entering Xiuning's body. 

After going in. 

"It's bloated!" 

"Friend Su Lang, your power seems to have reached the eternal top level of the six universes!" 

His Highness Xiuning's expression changed drastically, but he felt that the load was far more than 

expected. 

Through this, she also sensed Su Lang's true strength now! 

This made her very surprised! 



"Ah ha ha." 

"Not long ago, it happened to break through from the Four Eternal Eternity to the Five Eternal Realm." 

"But for various reasons, my true combat power has reached the peak of the Six Universes." 

Su Lang smiled faintly and said. 

"what?" 

"Friend Su Lang, you actually have the power of the peak of the six universes with the eternal realm of 

the five universes!?" 

His Highness Xiuning's eyes were wide and beautiful, and the dumb face appeared again. 

Having leapfrog combat power, this is not uncommon at the middle and low levels of warriors. 

Xiu Ning used to often leapfrog. 

But after reaching the Eternal Realm, the true combat power has never been overstepped. 

At best, it is much stronger than the same level, and can crush ordinary warriors of the same level. 

Chapter 2606: No, am I not here to protect you? 

Even she is like this. 

This is especially true for the rest of the eternal realm! 

Like Su Lang, it was the first time she had seen the existence of the peak combat power of the Six 

Universes in the Five Eternal Realm. 

Before that, Xiuning had never heard of it! 

"Ok......" 

Su Lang touched his chin and said with a smile, "Probably I have learned more than a billion points." 

"..." 

His Highness Xiuning opened his mouth, and then said nothing. 

"Let's go, Your Highness Xiuning!" 

Seeing that Xiuning was a little dazed, Su Lang reminded him. 

"Ah, oh, good." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning recovered, and quickly unfolded the power of the universe, and disappeared 

into the ripples of time and space. 

In her body. 

Life in the universe. 

Su Lang unfolded his spiritual thoughts, overlooking the earth. 
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This is a universe of life that has been developed for many years, with a huge galaxy of life. 

This galaxy is very strange. 

In the middle is a vast planet of life, surrounded by a circle of sun, a total of three. 

In addition to the orbits of the three suns, some smaller planets of life surround them. 

Besides, there are some smaller suns. 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning likes the sun?" 

Su Lang smiled blankly and looked at those life planets. 

However, there is a very prosperous cultivation civilization above, but the strongest is only half an 

eternity. 

Those who can reach the eternal state should have been put into the Doudu universe by Xiu Ning. 

then. 

Xiu Ning hurried, Su Lang looked at the scenery inside her. 

Not long. 

A force of time and space acted on Su Lang's body, releasing him from the universe of life. 

"Here we are." 

Su Lang looked around, feeling the concentration of cosmic energy, and knew that he had come to the 

bottom universe. 

"Well, this is Qiling Universe." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning was next to Su Lang, looking ahead, "I feel a little danger." 

"It's okay." 

"I am here." 

"If Yu Yangli does his hand, he will know the consequences." 

Su Lang patted Xiuning's shoulder, a faint smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

"Ok!" 

"Ah, no, isn't I here to protect you?" 

Xiu Ning nodded first, then reacted immediately, staring at Su Lang with wide beautiful eyes. 

"Protect each other, protect each other!" 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly and patted Xiuning's jade back again, "Go." 

"Ok......" 



Xiu Ning was slapped on the back by Su Lang, but there was no resistance in his heart. 

If you change to someone else, she probably has been chopped off by her many times. 

Soon. 

The two flew forward, and there was the eternal aura of the seven universes, which was obviously 

where Yu Yangli was. 

On the road. 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning took out a transmission treasure to open it, and projected the surrounding 

scenes onto Doudu Universe without any dead ends. 

Outside Ziyu Tiangong. 

Xie Xuan and other great powers have gathered in a pavilion. 

There was a light curtain in front of everyone, and the pictures above were exactly what Su Lang and 

Xiuning had seen and heard in Qiling Universe. 

"Master Su Lang and His Royal Highness Xiuning have arrived at Qiling Universe." 

Xie Xuan said with a serious expression, "Although it is not easy to encounter danger with the abilities of 

His Highness Xiuning and Lord Su Lang, I can't take it lightly." 

"Old Xie was right." 

Elder Yu nodded solemnly, "In the event of an accident, I will immediately support it!" 

The surrounding elders and guardians nodded one after another, cheering up. 

at this time. 

There was a burst of light in the withered void in the picture. 

Qi Ling in the universe. 

Su Lang and His Royal Highness Xiuning walked side by side. 

There was a burst of light in front of him. Upon closer inspection, it turned out to be a looming eternal 

formation. 

This eternal formation has a very high level, reaching the eternal level of the Seven Universes! 

"What a strong formation!" 

His Highness Xiu Ning looked at the formation, with a solemn look in his eyes. 

"It's the eternal joint formation of the seven universes." 

"It has the triple functions of defense, concealment, and attack." 

"Now this formation is in a semi-activated state, and peak power can burst out at any time." 



"It seems that Yu Yangli is very important to us, or is he too timid?" 

Su Lang used the formation method to identify and see through the details of the formation method, 

and said lightly. 

Chapter 2607: It's time to repair the fragments again 

"Should it be the latter?" 

"I have never heard of this man for so many years, so it can be seen that his hiding skills are really good." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning said with a little playfulness. 

at this time. 

"You two are here?" 

A figure walked out of the ripples of time and space, and it was Yu Yangli with an expressionless face. 

He just activated all the reserved means to form a semi-activated state, and Su Lang and Xiuning came. 

"how?" 

Su Lang looked at Yu Yangli and said lightly, "Are you worth all of us coming over?" 

Talking. 

He has already called up Yu Yangli's attribute panel, and thoroughly reviewed his true combat power 

and the techniques he has mastered. 

have to say. 

This Yu Yangli is indeed powerful, much stronger than Emperor Xiu Yuzhou, and his combat power is also 

top in the Seven Eternity. 

"Ah!" 

"You are Su Lang, right." 

"It's really shameless that an old immortal who has lived for countless years pretends to be a Five 

Eternal Eternity and deceives people everywhere." 

Yu Yangli sneered, looking at Su Lang with disdain and full of jealousy. 

"Yu Yangli, right, medicine can be taken randomly, but you can't talk nonsense." 

Xiuning looked at Yu Yangli with a cold expression, her voice indifferent, alluding to Yu Yangli taking the 

wrong medicine. 

"This is His Royal Highness Xiuning, right?" 

Yu Yangli looked at Xiuning, his expression was a little awkward, "I will let you see the true face of Su 

Lang." 

"I said that." 
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His Royal Highness Xiuning frowned, "Don't talk when you are ignorant, let alone disrespect Daoist Su 

Lang." 

"You will see the truth!" 

Yu Yangli squinted his eyes, and then scanned the communication treasure in her hand, "and those 

fellow Taoists under your command will also see it." 

"Humph." 

Xiu Ning snorted coldly, too lazy to say more. 

"Su Lang!" 

"You claim to be a disciple of Master Gujun, let me see how much you master his elders." 

Yu Yangli turned his head to look at Su Lang, and said with a bad expression. 

"I should ask you this sentence!" 

"I deliberately waited for some time in Doudu Universe, so that you can be prepared." 

"Now, take out what you prepared and let me see what you have inherited." 

Su Lang held his hands behind his back, his expression calm. 

"Ah!" 

"To break through you, no extra preparation is required at all!" 

"Just the remnants of the six inheritances are enough to reveal your true identity!!" 

Yu Yangli sneered, then waved his hand, and strong temporal and spatial fluctuations came! 

Rumble! 

There are ripples in time and space. 

The remaining profound meanings of the six inheritances in another star field were transmitted. 

Suddenly. 

Six powerful and strange powers filled this void! 

"This is... the remnants of the six inheritances?" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning swept across, detecting the remaining profound meanings of the six 

inheritances, and suddenly his face was shocked. 

From the remaining profound meaning, she peered into the leopard and saw the tip of the magnificent 

iceberg. 

The remaining profound meanings of these six great inheritances are the same as Xie Xuan said, 

absolutely more powerful than the inheritance passed down by Emperor Dou Xiu. 



at the same time. 

Su Lang was overjoyed in his heart, and hurriedly used his divine mind to probe the remaining profound 

meanings of the six great inheritances. 

quickly. 

Just looked at all the remaining profound meanings thoroughly. 

"Hey!" 

"It's the turn of the'fragmented restoration' again!" 

Su Lang's expression remained unchanged, but his heart was full of smiles. 

Immediately after. 

He activated the system function and began to repair the six heritages! 

"how is it?" 

"Seeing my six heritages with my own eyes, I understand that Su Lang is fake!" 

When Yu Yangli saw shock under Xiuning Hall, and saw Su Lang speechless, he laughed suddenly. 

Soon. 

He looked at Su Lang who was smiling and silent again, with a thick sneer on his face. 

It's time to expose this guy's true face! 

but. 

Next, Xiuning's words surprised Yu Yangli. 

"These six inheritances are indeed powerful." 

"Compared to the inheritance of our fighting ancestors, it is stronger." 

"However, compared to Taoist Su Lang, it is still far behind." 

"As Elder Xie Xuan said, Yu Yangli, all you get is the fur. Daoist Su Lang is the true inheritor!" 

His Royal Highness Xiuning shook his head and said calmly. 

"Wha, what!!" 

"Su Lang's inheritance is stronger than mine? This is impossible!" 

"He doesn't have any inheritance at all, he just lives longer and is more capable!" 

Yu Yangli showed horror and said in disbelief, "His Royal Highness Xiuning, don't be deceived by him 

anymore!" 

Chapter 2608: Then let him show it 
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"Yu Yangli." 

"What I said is the truth." 

"The three attainments of Daoist Su Lang's pill formation are far from what you can imagine!" 

"It's not even comparable to the inheritance of the pill array among your six great inheritances." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning calmly looked at Yu Yangli who was anxious and depraved, and said in a calm 

tone. 

"That is, this Yu Yangli's three ways of pill formation are not worthy for Su Lang to carry shoes!" 

"This guy is really stubborn. It's just that he is suspected to be Su Lang's nominal junior brother, 

otherwise who will give him a good face!" 

"How stubborn Yu Yangli is now, how embarrassing he will be when he understands the truth, I can't 

help but want to laugh when I think of that scene!" 

In Doudu Universe, Xie Xuan and the others could not help but talk after watching the slow-moving 

video and audio screen in the transmission light curtain. 

The faces of everyone were different. 

Some sneered and sneered at Yang Li. 

Some smiled and shook their heads, full of playfulness, looking at Yu Yangli as if they were looking at an 

ignorant clown. 

Qi Ling in the universe. 

After listening to His Highness Xiuning's words, Yu Yangli clenched his fists and trembled slightly. 

"No, it's not like this!" 

"His Royal Highness, you must be wrong!" 

"Su Lang's three attainments in the pill formation can't be stronger than mine!" 

"What's more, even though his three attainments are really great, they are not inherited by my master!" 

Yu Yangli looked angry and shouted deeply. 

Xie Xuan is like this, and Xiuning also respects Su Lang's three attainments! 

He was crushed by Su Lang by the method that Yu Yangli was so proud of. This was a great shame to 

him! 

"Yu Yangli, you are the one who is wrong!" 

"You didn't know you were so wrong." 

"It should be known that in Doudu Universe, there was only one eternal warrior who was stronger than 

the ancestor Dou Xiu, Emperor Gujun Zhou." 



"The inheritance of Fellow Taoist Su Lang naturally comes from Lord Gujun Zhou." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning slowly shook his head, and finally revealed a touch of impatience on his calm 

face. 

"Do not!" 

"Only the three attainments of the pill formation can't prove that he is a disciple of the master!" 

"Master has passed on my six major inheritances, and the three pill formations are only three of them!" 

"And these three realms are not unique to his elders. The endless universe is so big, and there is more 

than one master of these three realms with profound knowledge!" 

"Su Lang said that he is the direct disciple of Master Gujun, so can he master the other three 

inheritances?" 

Yu Yangli let out an angry roar, and quickly analyzed. 

Finished talking. 

He stared at Su Lang, a sneer and hatred appeared in his eyes! 

"The other three inheritances?" 

"In addition to the sword word secret, although I have not seen the other two inheritances, I have seen 

Daoist Su Lang show them." 

"But I know, it's definitely not comparable to the little inheritance you got." 

His Royal Highness Xiuning frowned at Yu Yangli, shaking his head and said. 

"His Royal Highness Xiu Ning is right!" 

"Master Su Lang must have mastered the three inheritances beyond the pill array." 

"Well, the three ways are called the secret of the word, the secret of the stealing and the secret of the 

sword. We have all seen the secret of the sword!" 

"The Secret of the Sword...Yes, we have seen that, when the great power of Emperor Xiuyuzhou was 

killed, Master Su Lang used a sword trick called "Po Yijian"!" 

"Yeah, that sword is extremely powerful and restrains everything. It is the complete version of the 

sword word secret!" 

"..." 

Xie Xuan and others gathered in front of the light screen and nodded one after another. 

Recalling the time when Su Lang drove the Boundless Ship, wielding the Youtian Sword to slash the 

eternal scenes of the Seven Great Seven Universes, he couldn't help but admire him! 

"whispering sound!" 

"This is just your guess!" 



"If Su Lang really knows how, then let him show it!" 

Yu Yangli seemed to see the hope of exposing Su Lang and sneered loudly. 

This statement came out. 

Whether it is His Royal Highness Xiu Ning, or Xie Xuan and others in the Doudu universe who watched 

the entire journey through the communication treasure. 

His eyes immediately converged on Su Lang who was smiling and silent. 

Yu Yangli could not see Xie Xuan and others. 

But when he saw His Highness Xiu Ning look at Su Lang, he thought that His Highness Xiu Ning was also 

suspicious, and he wanted to see if Su Lang could display the inheritance! 

Chapter 2609: I can't use the thief sword 

But he didn't know. 

Neither His Royal Highness Xiu Ning nor Xie Xuan and others doubted whether Su Lang could display the 

inheritance. 

from their perspective. 

Su Lang must have mastered several other inheritances! 

And through the remnants of the inheritance, they can feel that the inheritance is terrifying. 

Therefore, they just want to see Master Su Lang show it with their own eyes and increase their 

knowledge! 

I don’t know if the thoughts of Xiu Ning, Xie Xuan and others are known to Yu Yangli, will he spew out 

old blood? 

at this time. 

Seeing Xiuning look at him, Su Lang suddenly smiled with a pair of beautiful eyes full of water. 

Through the ‘fragment repair’. 

He has successfully used the inheritance leftovers revealed by Yang Li and restored the most perfect 

inheritance! 

The six major inheritances, summoning the stealing sword, and pill formation, all appeared in the 

storage space in the original situation of the eternal technique. 

"Su Lang!" 

"You can still laugh?" 

"Didn't you say that you are the disciple of Master Gujun's inheritance, you quickly display the three 

inheritance!" 

When Yu Yangli saw Su Lang smiling and not speaking, he immediately gritted his teeth and shouted. 
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"Ah." 

"I'll tell the truth." 

"Calling the word secret, stealing the word secret and sword word secret, I can't use it." 

Su Lang chuckled and said lightly. 

This statement came out. 

His Royal Highness Xiu Ning, Xie Xuan and other elders, and guardians suddenly changed their 

expressions and were extremely shocked. 

what! ? 

Master Su Lang would not display those three inheritances! ? 

How is this going? 

Is it really like what Yu Yangli said, Su Lang was not personally passed on by Emperor Gu Jun Zhou! ? 

But this is impossible! 

From any point of view, Su Lang is more likely to pass it in person, while Yu Yangli is just named! 

"This, this, what is going on!" 

"Why does Master Su Lang say that he will not display those three inheritances!?" 

"It shouldn't be, even if those three inheritances are difficult, they won't make Master Su Lang unable to 

use them!" 

"You pay attention, what Master Su Lang said is that you can't use it, it doesn't mean you didn't learn, it 

should be for another reason!" 

"Yes, yes, that's it, Lord Su Lang has learned the three inheritances, and there is a reason why he can't 

display them." 

"..." 

Xie Xuan and others are all oriented towards Su Lang, so they are all trying to make a reasonable reason. 

And Yu Yangli. 

Hearing what Su Lang said. 

His expression changed drastically, his originally writhing, somewhat sad face suddenly stretched out, 

full of endless ecstasy! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Su Lang, you finally admit it, right?" 

"You won't call the three inheritances of stealing swords at all!" 



"As for the inheritance of the Three Paths of the Pill Array, it is only you fake it with the three profound 

accomplishments!" 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning, you see, I, Yu Yangli, is the only personal disciple of Master Gujun!" 

Yu Yangli shouted in ecstasy. 

But then. 

He found out that His Royal Highness Xiu Ning was not angry, let alone his expression changed greatly. 

Xiu Ning just looked at Su Lang calmly, just wanting to hear Su Lang continue. 

Suddenly. 

Yu Yang stagnated in his centrifugation, and secretly said that Su Lang's miscellaneous pieces were 

actually bewitched by the price of Xiuning to this level! ? 

The truth is so obvious! 

Xiuning is still facing Su Lang! ? 

A strong sense of frustration and shame appeared in Yang Li's heart. 

He claims to be the strongest eternal arrogant of the Doudu universe, and his charm is the same. 

But now, he was crushed by Su Lang again! 

Yu Yangli only felt suffocated in his heart, and he was very uncomfortable. 

"No!" 

"Can't let Su Lang quibble!" 

Yu Yangli stared at Su Lang fiercely, his thoughts turned, and he sternly scolded: 

"Su Lang, you fake!" 

"Say, what is your purpose for sneaking into Doudu Universe by pretending to be me!" 

"If you want to do something bad to Doudu Universe, I will be the first to refuse to agree with Yu 

Yangli!" 

"If you only want to cultivate with the help of Doudu Universe, just confess everything and confess 

everything!" 

"Then paying some price to make up for the loss of my reputation, and to compensate His Royal 

Highness Xiuning and others, I can barely forgive it!" 

When saying this. 

Yu Yangli used magical powers to form a deafening dao sound with the power of the universe, 

resounding through the spiritual universe! 

And the reason why he said the next few words. 



It was entirely because he still wanted to make up for the previous plan. 

Chapter 2610: But I have the original exercise 

Original plan. 

He won't meet Su Lang. 

Instead, he secretly convinced His Highness Xiuning faction to use Su Langmeng as a tool in the dark. 

but now. 

It is impossible to keep Su Lang in the dark. 

But Yu Yangli still wanted to make Su Lang a tool to deal with Suiyou Zhouyu. 

He wants to keep Su Lang in Doudu Universe, and even to ease the relationship, slowly! 

otherwise. 

Now he is feuding with Su Lang, and the consequences are definitely not what he wants. 

Faced with Yang Li's lengthy rebuke. 

Su Lang smiled again and shook his head. 

This simple action directly attracted the attention of everyone including His Royal Highness Xiuning and 

Xie Xuan. 

Everyone is waiting for Su Lang to speak! 

"Yu Yangli." 

"Can't you wait for me to finish talking?" 

"You have said so much now, it will be particularly embarrassing and shameful later." 

Su Lang looked at Yu Yangli with his hands behind his back and looked at Yu Yangli indifferently, as if he 

was watching an ignorant junior. 

This kind of "kind" gaze instantly made Yu Yangli angry, and he almost cursed on the spot. 

But he still held back. 

In order to make a big plan, you must be patient! 

"Su Lang!" 

"You still want to quibble!" 

"Okay, I'll give you a chance to see if you can talk about the small flowers and the golden lotus!!" 

Yu Yangli took a deep breath and covered his anger with a sneer. 

"Yu Yangli, you are wrong again." 
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"The facts are not told by mouth." 

"I show you one thing and you will understand it all." 

Su Lang smiled and shook his head, and immediately when he was faintly raising his mind, he took out 

six small flags. 

The six flags are of different colors, blue, red, yellow, black and white. 

Seeing it is a small banner, it is the size of a palm, but when looking at it intently, it seems to have seen 

six vast natural universes! 

Inside, it is full of incomparable mysticism! 

Even looking at Xiu Ning's cultivation base, he couldn't help being dizzy! 

"This...this is!!" 

"Summoning the six inherited techniques of the stealing sword pill array!!" 

"No, no, no--!!!" 

Yu Yangli looked at the six banners dumbfounded, and he could see the details of the six banners at a 

glance! 

The original exercises of the six inheritances of Emperor Gujun Zhou! ! 

After recognizing the nature of the flag, Yu Yangli hugged his head like crazy and let out an incredible 

roar! 

The whole universe trembles with his voice. 

Ripples in time and space, earth fire and geomancy emerge one after another, faintly turning into chaos! 

The original exercises of the six inheritances! 

He Yu Yangli only got the profound meaning that Emperor Gujun Zhou had burned with supernatural 

powers! 

The original exercises. 

He could not imagine! 

But now, Su Lang actually came up with the original exercises of the six inheritance! 

This is tantamount to a thunderbolt in the sky, hitting his soul so hard that his three souls and six souls 

almost went halfway on the spot! 

"Could it be... he is... the real, direct disciple of Master Gujun!?" 

"I'm Yu Yangli, just a registered disciple?" 

"No, it's impossible. The protector left by the master at the time clearly stated that I was the only 

inheritor found by the master after traveling through many universes!!" 



"But...these techniques are not fake originally!" 

"What the **** is going on, what is going on!" 

"..." 

Yu Yang let out a hysterical roar in his eccentricity, and his mentality almost collapsed. 

at the same time. 

"The original exercises of the six inheritances!" 

"Taoist Su Lang really is the real Gujun personal biography." 

"Before Daoist Su Lang has given me 490 Eternal Cultivation Originals, he has more. It is estimated that 

all the mantle of Emperor Gujun Zhou has been passed on to Daoist Su Lang!" 

His Majesty Xiuning's pink mouth outlines a smile, and a pair of beautiful eyes reveals a bright smile. 

On Doudu Universe's side, Xie Xuan and others also nodded and smiled. 

"Sure enough, Great Talent Su Lang is a direct disciple of Emperor Gujun Zhou! These six inheritance 

techniques are originally iron proof!" 

"Yes, the original exercise is basically the only one. There is only this one in the endless universe. It is 

difficult for even the founder to create the second original exercise." 

"Tsk tusk, look at that Yu Yangli, who was yelling before, can't speak at this time." 

"This is a big blow to him. I hope he can accept the facts. It is also good to be a named disciple of 

Emperor Gujun Zhou." 

"Haha, if there are seniors like Master Su Lang, I would be eager!" 

"..." 

 


